APPENDIX 5
Dapper Spaniel Representations
The licensing authority has received the following comments in relation to the Dapper Spaniel
application.
Comments received 24/05/21 Objector 1
I would like to oppose this application on the following grounds.
The pub is in a residential area which is in close proximity to residential houses that adjoin the pub
garden and car park.
The music is unaccetibly loud which is affecting the mental wellbing of myself and my family.
Within the vicinty of the pub there are young families with school aged children, the level of noise
is a complete disruption to any childs routine.
We are in the middle of a Pademic and where life is not normal and may peoples mental health has
been pushed to the limit.
Whilst these live music nights go on nobody can enjoy their garden as you have this music thrust
down your throat and have to shout to have a conversation.
If you are inside the house, this noise still carries so you are unable to get away from it.
Customers leaving the premises have on numerous occaisions been loud either by shouting or
revving car engines. We have no issue with being in the vicinity of a beer garden, it's quite nice to
hear the clinking of glasses, what we do object to is the loud outdoor music. Why can this music not
be played inside the venue? Why has it got to be played outside?
I also note that a link on the Newark DC website under Rolleston Parish Council takes you to a page
that describes Rolleston as "a pretty, rural village".
How can we possibly be a prety, rural village with all the noise that comes from this establishment?
Many people may be frightended to speak up as the tenant has previuosly taken to Social Media to
air his frustrations when people complain about his establishment, you only have to view the
Facebook page of this establishment to see his posts.

Comments received 25/05/21 Vanessa Howard on behalf of Mrs Sheila Howard
Dear Sirs
I’m writing on behalf of my Mother, Mrs Sheila Howard of 11 Greenaway, Rolleston to express
concerns over the application for extended licensing hours and live and recorded music to be held
outside.
My mother’s garden immediately borders the garden of the Dapper Spaniel. The noise nuisance this
could create would cause a significant nuisance and subsequently stress and upset. My mother has
lived in the village for 52 years and now at 82 years of age we feel this is unacceptable for her.
In addition to the noise this would create, we have concerns over the amount of people visiting the
village could bring, the parking facilities of which the Dapper Spaniel has few of and potential
problems late night drinking could present. Emergency services are not nearby, namely Newark
which clearly would take time to arrive should there be any problems arise.
Numerous properties surround the Dapper Spaniel in a quiet village location, the extended licensing
hours and live and or recorded music outside disturbing this is not in keeping with a quiet village
location but more of a small town.
We have had problems in the past from stones being thrown from the Dapper Spaniels garden
directly into my Mother’s garden and as such you can imagine the distress let alone damage this
could cause.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.
Yours sincerely
Vanessa Howard on behalf of Sheila Howard

Comments received 19/5/2021 Tom and Jane Geraghty
We wish to support the application made by Karl Tyler.
We have been customers of the pub, the only one in the village, for 44 years and have greatly valued
it, throughout all of its incarnations. Karl has tried very hard, throughout his time at the pub, to
provide a place where we can meet, dine, drink and enjoy live music. The pub has been very well
run, is very welcoming and the staff are friendly and obliging.
We speak on behalf of many friends and neighbours who have fond memories of time spent there
and would be greatly disappointed if the application should fail in any respect.
Tom and Jane Geraghty
Station Road
Rolleston

Comments received 26/05/21 Sanders Family
Dear Sir/Madam
I’m writing this representation in support of the Dapper Spaniel. I live in the village with my family
on Station Road only 500 metres from the pub.
When it was proposed that there would be live music I understood the feeling of unsure from some
members of the community especially households with young children and those living in close
proximity. However when director Karl began to put on these events they were a pleasure to attend
and could not be heard from my house or from outside the venue.
I feel like it is really important for a community like ours to have a vibrant and exciting pub where
people can meet up and have some food and drink without having to drive anywhere. Karl and The
Dapper Spaniel have worked tirelessly to deliver a venue which appeals to the broadest possible
cross-section of our community and village.
Now more than ever should be a time where the council and the community supports them getting
behind them so we can move forward together as the restrictions are carefully lifted.
Yours Sincerely
David Sanders
Mark Sanders
Angela Sanders
Daniel Sanders

